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Hi MarcAndre,
Here's the January edition of our Librex Newsletter, which has the goal of keeping you
informed about various Librex best practices and presenting you some of our new features.

Extraction/Conversion/Validation Chain
Librex enables you to capture any type of content and any
unstructured data. Then, to transform this data into usable
information, Librex offers you multiple tools:
 Extraction automatisms: Librex can extract data from a
document using its barcode reader, reading the date or name
of a file, recognizing an image, calculating the percentage of
black in an image or zone, using optical character recognition
(OCR) or by executing an advanced data lookup script.
 Conversion functions: They enable you to modify the result of
an automatism, for example by removing, adding or replacing
characters, by removing accents, by converting to upper or
lower case, by separating the data per line, by adjusting
values based on a predefined list or by converting a date
format.
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 Validation functions: They analyze the result of the extraction
and conversion to validate against a criteria, for example to
recognize a document type by searching for a word or
substring of characters, by comparing the value to a minimum
and maximum, by validating against a regular expression or by
enforcing specific characters at specific positions.
More info on this topic here:
http://www.coriumsoft.com/confluence/pages/viewpage.action?
pageId=2949291

Big Data? Use Librex!
With the strong growth of data that we have to manage, we
often talk about Big Data, which we can also extend to the
concept of Big Document.
A Librex server (or cluster of servers) becomes your best ally
to analyze and process all this data.
With tools like the extraction automatisms and the conversion
and validation functions mentionned above, with its different
capture options (paper, email, fax, prints, electronic
documents...), with its various smart connectors and with its
workflow tools, Librex enables you to identify and manage only
the information that's relevant for you.
You'll be able to target the important data and documents, and
to get them in the format that's most convenient for you.
For example, if you generate a large quantity of reports, you
could send them to Librex which will identify the relevant data
for your decision making and will then present this data in a
consolidated way to the concerned people.

Thank you for reading our Librex newsletter. We appreciate
your interest in our solution and invite you to contact us for any
question.
We also invite you to follow us on Twitter or like us
on Facebook to get all the latest news on Corium and Librex.
To consult the complete Librex documentation, visit our Librex
Documentation Portal
If you would like to read the past editions of our Librex
newsletter, we invite you to visit the following page: Librex
Newsletter
http://info.coriumsoft.com/librexnewsletterjanuary2015
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Finally, if you think some of your contacts would be interested
to subscribe to our Librex newsletter, feel free to invite them to
subscribe here: Subscribe to Librex Newsletter
MarcAndre Chartrand
VicePresident, Business Solutions
mchartrand@coriumsoft.com

1(800)6617899
Share
librex@coriumsoft.com
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